Abstract-Source Code Analysis and Manipulation (SCAM) underpins virtually every operational software system. Despite the impact and ubiquity of SCAM principles and techniques in software engineering, there are still frontiers to be explored. Looking "inward" to existing techniques, one finds frontiers of performance, efficiency, accuracy, and usability; looking "outward" one finds new languages, new problems, and thus new approaches. This paper presents a reflective framework for characterizing source languages and domains. It draws on current research projects in music program analysis, musical score processing, and machine knitting to identify new frontiers for SCAM. The paper also identifies opportunities for SCAM to inspire, and be inspired by, problems and techniques in other domains.
INTRODUCTION
Source-code analysis and manipulation (SCAM) is fundamental to the creation and maintenance of software systems, and SCAM techniques are found in most parts of the software engineering lifecycle.
From supporting program creation in an IDE, through compilation and deployment, to support for understanding and bug fixing in maintenance, source code analysis technologies are found throughout. There continue to be many challenges in creating and improving SCAM techniques for general purpose programming languages, and in finding and addressing challenges posed by new languages and domains. Both areas represent frontiers of SCAM.
This paper contributes to the development of the research agenda on the frontier of new domains and languages. Three current research projects (Section II) in the areas of computer music and machine knitting are used as concrete starting points for a reflective analysis of the types of language or representation that might be amenable to SCAM. The analysis (Section III) also considers aspects of problem domains (focusing particularly on music as an example) and the implications of these for SCAM. The result is a framework to stimulate and position future research. Possible avenues for such research, and ideas for crossfertilization of principles and methods between SCAM and other domains, are also presented (Section IV).
II. CURRENT PROJECTS

A. Project 1: Clone Detection in Max/MSP
Project 1 is developing clone detection methods for music/art programming languages such as Max/MSP. Max/MSP [9] is a graphical data-flow language widely used for installation art and interactive music systems. Programs (termed patches) are constructed by laying out functional boxes and connecting them with lines to define the dataflow between them. An example is shown in Fig.1 . The language is similar to Simulink [20] in programming paradigm but in Max/MSP the semantics depend not just on the connections between objects but on the way patches are spatially arranged.
A clone detection method for Max/MSP patches has been developed and evaluated [14] , and clones of various types have been found. The work is being extended to analyze PureData [23] , a language similar to Max/MSP but where the semantics depend partly on the creation sequence of patch lines instead of the spatial arrangement of graphical boxes.
In addition to spatial-layout and creation-order issues, techniques that tackle these languages need to consider the broader context e.g. Max/MSP supports reuse and modularity by nesting patches but programs written in Max/MSP typically are not large in comparison to those written in general purpose languages. Thus, single program analysis may not demand high-efficiency techniques for success. Patch libraries may be large and thus techniques for efficiently analyzing many small files might be needed. In addition, it is common for programmers to develop externals (separate programs in C or C++ that appear as boxes in Max/MSP patches) so analysis tools may need to operate across multiple languages simultaneously.
B. Project 2: Turning Musical Scores into Music Systems
This project is researching the engineering of systems for live ensemble Human-Computer Music Performance (HCMP) of "popular" music (the specific genres being considered are jazz and contemporary church music). HCMP involves computers playing independently alongside human musicians [10] . A key issue for this research is finding an appropriate representation for musical scores. Music representation has been an open research issue for many years (e.g. see Selfridge-Field [25] ) because of the multiplicity of uses for such representations. Popular music scores are primarily structural i.e. the individual notes do not generally need encoding since much of the music is improvised. Works are organized by sections like verse or chorus. This resembles block-structuring in programming languages and possesses the same advantages of modularity and flexibility.
Since no appropriate existing encoding was found, the initial work of this project [13] defined a score representation to encode three key aspects: static score, arrangement, and dynamic score. The static score represents the music as it is written on the page, the arrangement is the ordering of sections and repeat structures as defined by the performers, and the dynamic score is a static score "unfolded" according to the arrangement to enable media synchronization and playback. The language reported in [13] is satisfactory for well-formed scores, however in popular music it is not always the case that scores are well-formed and a more advanced approach is being developed to transform the encoding language into Extended Hierarchical Finite State Machines. This will allow analysis by techniques such as model-checking [8] and model-projection [2] to determine the validity of the arrangement, and will also allow the integration of functional architectural components such as cueing systems for score rearrangement at performance-time. The language needs to be simple and domain-oriented so that users with little or no programming experience can simply re-encode the musical notation on a manuscript page.
C. Project 3: Knitting with Machines
Project 3 is in the very early stages of exploring, through collaboration with an independent fashion designer, the extent to which knitting designs for seamless garments can be treated as source code and subjected to various source code transformations, e.g. to save yarn. Machines capable of knitting rapidly to bespoke designs now routinely produce knitted garments. Human software engineers program them, yet at this stage of the research it appears that this process is largely (if not entirely) a deterministic translation from a graphical design with annotations (e.g. for stitch density at various points) to a set of program statements. The "source code" is thus a mixture of graphical and textual representations arising naturally from the design process.
III. REFLECTIONS
A. Problem Characteristics
All problems addressed by SCAM have their roots in domain questions. For general-purpose languages (GPL), these questions are typically drawn from the problem domain of software engineering, e.g. in program slicing, both problem (reducing program size) and solution (slicing) exist in the same domain. In identifying problems amenable to SCAM, the first step is to consider one or more domain questions, e.g. why are certain performers' musical interpretations preferred to others, or how can partiallyimprovised music scores be represented?
Secondly, the availability of domain representations that can be used as source code must be established. This will require finding existing representations that embody principles typically necessary for execution, e.g. dependence, sequence, conditions, and branching.
If such a representation does not exist, it may be appropriate to consider introducing one, although the ability of users to adopt explicit programming notions in their work must be considered if programming is required.
Thirdly, the nature of "successful" execution in the problem domain must be considered. Drawing on Harman's concept of "tendency to executability" [15] , it is likely that many domain representations can be executed in the traditional computing sense. However, the degree to which that execution actually meets a domain-appropriate understanding of execution may vary, e.g. one can automatically "execute" a full musical score using programs that increasingly embody good musical performance practice (see Hiraga et al. [16] ). For HCMP systems like Project 2, the music is partly improvised so there is no deterministic execution path when successful performance (execution) is considered from the perspective of the problem domain (performing good music). Successful execution may be seen either as deterministic movement through the ordered score sections (deterministic analyses are thus deemed to completely capture executability in the domain) or as the production of aesthetically pleasing music (executability must account for performer interpretation). New, nondeterministic concepts of execution and analysis may be needed to incorporate uncertainty and interpretation, e.g. using probabilistic formulations of dependence [3] or modeling human input.
Some domain problems and/or representations may not lend themselves to execution at all (e.g. finding clusters in performance timings [26] or audio analysis for musical features using tools like Sonic Visualiser [5] ) and may be inappropriate for SCAM approaches.
The separation between formal and interpretive semantics of execution finds a natural parallel in music. A musical score is an analyzable formal representation that typically constrains a performer to an ordered set of notes. However, the music performed (i.e. executed) relies on the performer's interpretation (performers are not mere reproducers of the composer's score but bring their own creativity to each performance [6] ). It is therefore possible to perform a score deterministically using a system of performance rules, or interpretively (applying performance norms but allowing room for creative expression). Similar ideas can be seen in E-Type systems [7] where a software system installed in its environment deterministically models and executes part of the overall social-technical system. Users who work around software limitations might be seen as bringing an interpretive execution to the system as a whole. In terms of software evolution, interpretive execution of the socio-technical process might be seen as driving new requirements to minimize the non-deterministic aspects.
In summary, the applicability of a SCAM approach in a new problem domain depends on at least the following: the questions, concepts, and methods of users; the domain representations that can be used as source code; how far these tend to deterministic executability and whether this captures a sufficiently rich domain goal; the potential benefits for the problem at hand; and opportunities for new domain insights.
B. Language Characteristics
The projects' representations may be seen as increasingly "domain-embedded" source code languages. Project 1 is dealing with a language that is (from the perspective of general-purpose languages) unusual in programming paradigm, syntactic presentation, and execution semantics. It may be characterized as a domain-specific programming language (DSL) since its overt intention is to permit the writing of programs, with syntax and constructs designed to support a particular domain [11] .
Project 2 is defining, transforming and analyzing a language for representing a particular aspect of musical scores. The method implicitly allows the user to define their own programming language through the creation and ordering of static score sections and the placing of simple conditions on their execution, although a typical user is unlikely to perceive this as programming (indeed, the intention is that they do not). The static score encoding is not intended as a programming language at all. It could be termed an Artificial Domain-Embedded Language (ADEL), one that is not concerned overtly with programming but instead with representing domain concepts.
In the case of Project 3, the "language" does not arise from computing concerns at all, but naturally from domain practice. Since the designer's domain of discourse is primarily graphical, the intervention of programmers is currently required to produce programs for knitting machines, but since there is an apparently deterministic relationship between the pattern and the garment these designs might be treated as source code. This might be termed a Natural Domain-Embedded Language (NDEL).
These reflections suggest a spectrum of language types from general-purpose, through domain-specific and embedded languages to non-executable domain representations (NEDR) like audio. As the language type moves from GPL towards NDEL, it is likely that end-user programming becomes the default paradigm, although not necessarily in the traditionally-studied domain of office systems [4] . Table 1 summarizes these reflections, showing characteristics in the rows, and types of language in the columns. It might be argued that the outward-facing frontiers of SCAM lie in working with languages and domains characterized by the middle three columns.
IV. NEW OPPORTUNITIES
This section presents two groups of ideas. The first consists of opportunities for SCAM to be fruitfully applied to new problems and domains; the second consists of those from which SCAM might draw inspiration for novel techniques. 
A. Possible Domains for SCAM Solutions
Processing [24] is a Java-based DSL for arts computing. It allows a variety of programming styles and has its own IDE that supports writing and managing sketches (Processing's file collection scheme) but few analytical capabilities, e.g. slicing. Users may wish to undertake such transformations but the nature of the source code could pose challenges. Processing sketches can be quite unstructured and thus require multi-level analysis through the underlying Java code to compute a slice.
More advanced program analysis may require new slice criteria such as a temporal dimension expressed in terms of frames of interest or time elapsed in addition to position and variables. For example, a Processing sketch was written by the author for a collaborative project [1] to digitally capture and replay musicians' shape responses to musical stimuli using a graphics tablet. The sketch is structured using the standard Processing setup() and draw() routines that are executed once, and once per frame, respectively. During development, various bugs were found in the interaction between capture and replay frames, and also in the temporal sequencing of stimuli. It would have been extremely helpful to be able to slice on lines of code, but only for particular frames, or framesets. In this case, debugging was aided by explicitly controlling frame-rate and frame-type but this is not the most desirable solution.
Another potentially rich domain is Live Coding. This is a contemporary musical (and sometimes video) performance practice involving programming live on-stage, typically using textual interpreted synthesis languages such as SuperCollider [27] and with the source code projected in real-time for an audience [4] . SCAM might contribute artistically e.g. to live coding visualizations such as those discussed by McLean et al. [19] and/or through the real-time derivation and display of source code properties (e.g. cohesion and coupling or other metrics). Blackwell and Collins' discussion of programming languages in this context points to possible avenues for SCAM contributions [4] . Their observation that program behavior in live coding may not be predictable but may vary according to human and aesthetic performance dynamics lends weight to the argument for new non-deterministic models of execution and analysis. They claim that music notations do not need to support arbitrary restructuring in the same way as languages like UML. However, the experience of Project 2 [13] suggests that in some cases there is such a need and that there is untapped potential for transformation tools and techniques.
They also identify maintenance and comprehension issues for this domain, at which SCAM techniques may be targeted [4] .
Dependence underpins many SCAM techniques but does not easily translate to the musical domain. However, if such a mapping can be conceived, there may be opportunities to develop novel musicological analyses, for example, in automated music summarization similar to Marsden's approaches toward automating Schenkerian analysis [18] , but based on alternative views of deep music structure. It is likely that any notion of dependence in music will need to be interpretive and require probabilistic or nuanced descriptions.
B. Possible Solutions for the SCAM Domain
The way music is laid out on a page has a significant influence on its comprehensibility and usability. For example, expert musicians use pattern matching and chunking when reading music and deduce note duration from note spacing [28] . It is thus important that the spacing of the music reflects the character of the music [22] . Since expert programmers use plan recognition and chunking in comprehension [21] , perhaps source code layout could be inspired by the principles of music engraving and reflect something of the execution characteristics of a program in its layout. Similar ideas for making programs readable have been considered before (e.g. Knuth's literate programming [17] ) but by treating a program almost as an artwork to be mentally executed (like a musical score) and laying it out accordingly, new and fruitful directions for program comprehension might be identified.
A source code file could be seen as a palimpsest (a document used and then overwritten one or more times). Documentary palimpsests are analysed using various chemical, physical or optical techniques (e.g. multi-spectral imaging [12] ) to reveal the overwritten texts but the notion has been applied in other non-physical domains (e.g. cinema [29] ). Software repositories offer an easy way to access the previous versions of source code files but perhaps methods for understanding evolution histories might be enhanced by adopting palimpsest-oriented cultural enquiry methods from other domains e.g. in the investigation of major software system failures and the cultures and circumstances surrounding their creation.
Further inspirations may be found in other types of musical analysis. As discussed above, dependence is not a concept that easily translates to music yet if it could be, this may offer new insights into program dependence. Other parallels might be found between programming patterns and motivic structures in music, with techniques for analysing musical motives offering new ways to approach program structure. Finally, the principles of automated Schenkerian analysis [18] for music summarization might be applied to program summarization to support comprehension and other tasks.
V. CONCLUSION
The impact of SCAM is beyond doubt, yet there continue to be exciting frontiers to explore in developing new and improved techniques for existing domains of application, and in the identification of new source codes and domains for analysis. The reflective framework developed in this paper identifies frontiers in the analysis and manipulation of domain-specific source codes. These can arise through domain-specific programming language design, through the introduction of representations for domain concepts, or by reusing naturally occurring domain representations. In developing the framework, the paper has drawn on three specific projects to consider the nature of their languages and domains, and how these might be addressed by SCAM. It has also shown where SCAM might benefit from the crossfertilization of ideas and techniques.
